Autumnal Equinox

Materials:
- Notebooks
- Globe/ball
- Flashlight
- Outdoor space
- Planting space
- Cool weather seeds or seedlings
- Access to Water

Overview & Objective
The autumnal equinox has arrived, and gardeners are getting ready for fall harvests and winter dormancy. While the equinox brings shorter daylight, it also is a chance to observe and explore how seasons affect garden growth. This lesson will include observations and predictions of daylight changes. Then students will determine the best plants to grow in the garden with the arrival of fall.

Students will:
- Observe how the position of the sun affects shadows
- Predict how the amount of daylight will change after the autumnal equinox
- Choose and plant appropriate cool season crops.

Pre-Activity Questions:
- Does the sun rise and set at the same time all year?
- Describe to a friend why seasons change.
- Do all plants need the same thing to grow? Can some plant grow in locations or times of the year that others cannot?

Activity
- Head outside on a sunny day and divide the class into pairs. Each group will observe the sky. In a notebook, they will record the time, where the sun is in the sky (directly above, just over the horizon, etc.) and how large their shadows are. If possible, visit later in the day and repeat the sun and shadow observations. What is different about the position of the sun and shadows? Did the direction of the shadow change?
- Explain that the autumnal equinox is when day and night are nearly equal all around the world and is the start of fall in the northern hemisphere (the opposite is true in the southern hemisphere). It is when we start noticing shorter days in Missouri though days started getting shorter immediately after the longest day of the year, which is on the summer solstice in June.
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Resources:

Gateway Greening Resources:
Connect with us on Facebook to discover upcoming Youth Garden Institute workshops or join the Gateway Greening Educators Group to connect with other teachers:

@ GatewayGreening

Discover season-specific gardening how-to’s and examples of current lessons:

@ gatewaygreening

Looking for Field Trip opportunities or need to ask a question about our education services? Please contact education@gatewaygreening.org or 314-588-9600 ext 107

Activity
- Demonstrate the equinox with a ball or globe and a flashlight. Turn the lights off in the classroom. A student holds a stationary flashlight as the sun. Another student holds the ball or globe at a roughly 23-degree. If possible, mark a rough estimate of where Missouri is (St. Louis is about 38 degrees north). The student with the earth ball walks slowly around the sun. The sun moves with the earth, careful that the earth and sun angles do not change. Pause and discuss when the flashlight is hitting the equator/middle of the globe. Try orbiting the earth again but with it slowly spinning on its’ axis. How is the demonstration realistic? If the earth was not tilted, how would that affect the equinox?
- Alternatively, show an Equinox video from the Resource section. In pairs, have students explain how the Equinox affects the seasons. How will the amount of daylight change after the Autumnal Equinox?
- Out in the garden, each pair finds five signs of autumn. Create a class list and discuss the findings.
- Brainstorm how gardeners should change their garden in preparation for shorter days.
- Explain that fruiting plants need the most amount of daylight to grow and can only mature during the summer in Missouri. Choose several cool weather crops (carrots, turnips, beets, and greens) to start from seed or to transplant.
- Observe and record the changing sun position and the cool-weather crop’s growth.

Additional Activities & Follow Up